What is the real role of the quantum coherence and entanglement in the radical pair (RP) compass, and what determines the singlet yield have not been fully understood. In this paper, we find that the dark states of the two-electron Zeeman energy operator (TEZE) play an important role in the RP compass. We respectively calculate the singlet yields for two initial states in this dark state basis: the coherent state and the same state just removing the dark state coherence. For the later there is neither dark state coherence nor entanglement in the whole dynamical process. Surprisingly we find that in both cases the singlet yields are the same, and based on this result, we believe that the dark state population determines the singlet yield completely, and the dark state coherence and entanglement have little contribution to it. Finally, we also find that the dark state population as well as the singlet yield anisotropy is fragile to the vertical magnetic noise. However, the orientation is robust and is even enhanced by the parallel magnetic noise because the dark states expand a decoherence-free subspace. The dark state population as well as the orientation is more robust to the hyperfine coupling noise.
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In the RP mechanism, the hyperfine coupling which induces the singlet-triplet conversion depending on the magnetic field plays an essential role. The hyperfine interaction depends on the species of the nucleus and its location with respect to the electron wave function. The electron is usually influenced by the environment, and then the hyperfine coupling strength is not a constant but might fluctuate. Besides, there is ubiquitous external magnetic noise around the avian compass. So it is very important to investigate the effects of these noises on the RP navigation.
In this paper we investigate who determines the singlet yield, entanglement, coherence or someone else. We should note that quantifying coherence should be in a specific basis [36] [37] [38] , and we find that the dark states of TEZE play a very important role in the RP compass. We define the quantum coherence in this dark state basis, and investigate its contribution to the singlet yield anisotropy. We prove that the dynamical process of the RP is an incoherent and local operation which can not create any coherence of the dark state of TEZE as well as any entanglement. Furthermore, we respectively calculate the singlet yields for two initial states: the coherent state (in the dark state basis) and the same state just removing the dark state coherence with the dark state population being preserved. For the later there are neither dark state coherence nor entanglement in the whole dynamical process. Surprisingly we find that in both cases the singlet yields are the same, and based on this result, we believe that the dark state population determines the singlet yield completely, and the dark state coherence and entanglement have little contribution to the singlet yield.
Also, we investigate the effects of hyperfine coupling noise and the magnetic noise on the singlet yield anisotropy. Although these noises are all inducing decoherence, their effects on the singlet yield anisotropy are significant different. The dark state population as well as the singlet yield anisotropy, is very fragile to the vertical magnetic noise, but is robust to and is even enhanced by the parallel magnetic noise. As for the hyperfine coupling noise, we find that the dark state population is very robust to the hyperfine noise, so that the orientation is very robust to the hyperfine noise.
Results

RP model and dark state.
The RP compass consists of two electronic spins coupled to an external magnetic field, and one of them interacts with the nuclei around it and the other is devoid of the hyperfine interaction. The hyperfine interaction provides asymmetry and leads to singlet-triplet transition required for the direction sensitivity. This model is verified by the RPs − − 39 . The corresponding Hamiltonian is where ≡  I  I I I  ( , , ) n n x ny nz is the nuclear spin operator, and A n is the anisotropic hyperfine tensor with a diagonal form
n n x ny nz . And we consider an axially symmetric molecule, i.e.,
are the electronic spin operators (i = 1, 2), and γ = μ B g s /2 is the gyromagnetic ratio, with μ B being the Bohr magneton and g s = 2 being the g-factor of the electron. B is the external magnetic field around the RP:
(sin cos , sin sin , cos ),
0 where B 0 is the intensity of the Earth's magnetic field, and θ and φ describe its orientation to the basis of the hyperfine interaction tensor. Due to the axial symmetry of the hyperfine tensor we set φ = 0 and focus on θ π ∈ [0, /2] without loss of generality. This is supported by the experiment that the avian compass does not depend on the polarity of magnetic field but only on its inclination 16 . We consider the same singlet and triplet recombination rates, i.e., k S = k T = k, and in this case, the singlet yield can be calculated as
is the reduced electronic spin state at time t with the partial trace over the nuclear subspace, where
is the evolution operator. It has been shown in different scenarios that k should the order of 10 4 s −1 7,14,40 , so in this paper we let k = 10 4 s −1 . The nuclei are initially in a completely mixed state, i.e., ρ
, and N is the total number of the nuclei, and i is the basis of the nuclear environment. Generally we suppose that the electronic spins are initially in the singlet state S unless otherwise specified.
Through our calculation we find that the dark states (the corresponding eigenvalues are zero) of TEZE (the first term of Eq. (1)) play an important role in the RP model. Defining
TEZE can be expressed as
The eigenvectors of M(θ) are as follows: which only depends on the dark states. Thus the singlet state population can be divided into two parts, i.e., We define f c (t) and f p (t) as the dark state coherence and population at time t, respectively, whose contributions to the singlet yield are:
The essential of the orientation is the singlet yield anisotropy, i.e., the singlet yield Φ s is different for different θ.
Contributions of the dark state coherence and population to the singlet yield. We firstly consider a simple case that only the vertical hyperfine coupling is considered, i.e., A nx = A ny = 0. The nuclear spins can then be treated as inducing an effective magnetic field (depending on their initial states) for the electron spin. Although this model is very simple, the basic physical process for the magnetoreception holds. And such a simple model allows us to obtain analytic results which are quite useful for understanding the essential effects of the dark state coherence and population. Now we consider the most basic RP model that there is only one nucleus around the electron, i.e., N = 1 (the multi-nuclei RP model is discussed in Appendix A of the supplementary material). If the nuclear spin is in the up
z with ẑ being the z direction. The dark state population and coherence at time t can be calculated as The symbol + (− ) means that the initial nuclear spin state is (15) and (16) we can see that f p (t) (f c (t)) oscillates with 2ω ± (2(ω ± − ω 0 ), 2(ω ± + ω 0 ) and 2ω 0 ). It has been shown that the hyperfine coupling strength should be stronger than the geomagnetic field intensity 14 . When the hyperfine coupling is relatively strong compared with the geomagnetic field, ω ± − ω 0 , ω ± + ω 0 , ω ± and ω  k 0 . The time integral of these high-frequency oscillation terms of f c (t) and f p (t) approximately equal to zero, i.e., they have little contribution to the singlet yield. Neglecting the high-frequency oscillations, f p (t) and f c (t) can be expressed as
c Φ c is always zero and Φ p is always equal to Φ s , which means that the singlet yield is determined completely by the dark state population and is independent of the dark state coherence. Now we consider the horizontal hyperfine interaction, i.e., A nx = A ny ≠ 0 and in this case the analytical result can not be obtained. For convenience of our discussion, we define γ µ Λ ≡ × 46 T as the energy scale, which is the electronic spin energy induced by the geomagnetic field of 46 μT in Frankfurt 22 . For the single-nucleus RP model (N = 1) we consider A x = A y = 3Λ , A z = 5Λ and B 0 = 46 μT as an example and numerically calculate the singlet yield as shown in Fig. 1 . From Fig. 1 we can see that Φ c is always zero and Φ p always coincides with Φ s along different directions, which means that the dark state population determines the singlet yield completely. In Appendix B (see the supplementary material) we consider two important experiments that the bird can adapt to different field intensities [16] [17] [18] [19] and the weak oscillating field can completely disorient the bird 20-23 which support the RP mechanism, and we also explain these experimental results from the point view of the dark state population.
Recently, Hore and his coworkers 13 have pointed out that the singlet yield anisotropy (the singlet yield is different for different θ), is essential to the magnetic sensitivity, which not only can come from the anisotropic hyperfine interaction but also can come from the anisotropic initial state. More specifically, if the initial state is isotropic (for example the singlet state S ), the anisotropic hyperfine interaction (A nx = A ny ≠ A nz ) can induce the singlet yield anisotropy; and if the hyperfine interaction is isotropic (A nx = A ny = A nz ), the anisotropic initial state (for example the triplet state | 〉 = | 〉 + | 〉 T ( 10 01 )/ 2 0 ) can also induce the yield anisotropy. In Appendix C (see the supplementary material) we also consider the singlet yield anisotropy coming from the anisotropic initial state, and the same conclusion that the singlet yield is completely determined by the dark state population is also arrived at.
Although the singlet yield is completely determined by the dark state population, we can not yet draw a conclusion that the dark state coherence has no contribution to it, because there is the dark state coherence in the initial state (the singlet yield S ) and we do not know whether the initial dark state coherence influences the dark state population in the dynamics, so that influences the singlet yield indirectly. To answer this question, we can remove the initial dark state coherence, i.e., using an incoherent state. But only removing the initial dark state coherence is not enough, since it is not sure whether the dynamical process is an incoherent operation or not (i.e., whether the dynamical process generate the dark state coherence from an incoherent state or not). A completely positive trace preserving map Λ is said to be an incoherent operation if it can be written as ρ ρ the incoherent Kraus operators mapping every incoherent state to some other incoherent states, i.e.,   ⊆ † K K l l , where  is the set of incoherent states and  ∑ = † K K l l l 36 . In the RP model, the dynamical map can be expressed as
s ij ij s ij with the Krause operator being
2 , and i (or j ) is the basis of the nuclear bath. In the dark state basis, the incoherent state can be expressed as
ij in ij m m where m, m′ = 1, 2 and m ≠ m′ . The Krause operator K ij can not produce the dark state coherence from the incoherent states, or the dynamical dark state coherence completely comes from the initial dark state coherence. In this sense, the dynamical map (Eq. (21)) is an incoherent operation. If we remove the dark state coherence from the initial singlet state S , i.e., consider the incoherent
2 , according to the discussion above the dark state coherence in the dynamics is obviously zero and the dark state population at time t is Interestingly, the dark state population are not influenced and its contribution to the singlet yield is
It can be seen that whether removing the initial dark state coherence or not, the singlet yield comes from the dark state population can not be influenced and is equal to Φ s . This means that the initial dark state coherence have little contribution to the singlet yield.
We also note that because the dark states are all the product states for two electrons, the incoherent state 2 is a separable state, and has no any quantum correlation (entanglement). And the dynamical map (Eq. (21)) is a local operation due to no interaction between the two electrons, and only map the separable state (incoherent state) ρ in to another separable state (incoherent state) So it can be concluded that the dynamical map Λ is an incoherent and local operation that can not create any dark state coherence as well as any quantum correlation (entanglement). From Eqs (24) and (25) , it can be seen that if we consider an initial separable state (incoherent state)
the initial singlet state S (an entangled state), the dark state population as well as the singlet yield remains the same. Thus another interesting result, quantum correlations have little contribution to the magnetic sensitivity, is obtained. So it can be concluded that the dark state population makes the main contribution to the magnetic sensitivity, and the dark state coherence and entanglement have little contribution to it. It should be noted that it is only the dark state coherence has little contribution to the time integrated singlet yield, but if we consider quantum coherence in other basis, it may play a certain role. For example, the singlet-triplet coherence is believed to be required for the RP navigation [36] [37] [38] . One should note that according to Eq. (10) the dark state cohernce f c (t) can be expressed as
For any initial state ρ s (0), and any interaction ∑ ⋅ ⋅Ŝ I A n n n 1 (i.e., any time evolution operator U 1 (t)) between electron 1 and the corresponding nuclear bath, the dark state coherence f c (t) has a fixed oscillating factor ω e i t 2 0
where the frequency 2ω 0 is far greater than k, so that it does not contribute to the singlet yield. This means that in the present RP model, the conclusion that it is the dark state population rather than the dark state coherence and entanglement determines the singlet yield, is independent of the hyperfine interaction and the initial RP state. That the singlet yield is completely determined by the dark state population and has nothing to do with the dark state coherence and entanglement can be understood as follows. Generally, the nuclear environment limits the time scale of coherence behavior to τ = ∑ 1/k = 10 −4 s, so that the dark state coherence has no time to contribute to the magnetic sensitivity, which is different from the magnetometry based on diamond in which the electronic coherence plays an essential role in the magnetic sensitivity [41] [42] [43] . In another word, if the RP lifetime is approximately equal to or shorter than τ, i.e., the recombination rate k is sufficiently large, the dark state coherence even quantum correlation can have enough time to contribute to the singlet yield. The connection between the entanglement and the magnetic sensitivity is established when the RP lifetime is supposed to be not too long, such as k = 5.8 × 10 8 s −1 , compared with the entanglement lifetime 9 . In this paper if we also set k = 5.8 × 10 8 s −1 , the dark state coherence will contribute to the singlet yield, because the lifetime scale 1/k = (1/5.8) × 10 −8 s is the same order of τĀ 1/ for ΛÃ 5 , and the dark state coherence and entanglement can have enough time to contribute to the singlet yield.
Effects of the noises. There are ubiquitous noises around the RP, and the investigation of the effects of the noises on the magnetic sensitivity has both theoretical and practical significance. The Hamiltonian of the noise can be expressed as
Considering a Gaussian white noise, i.e., = h t ( ) 0 and τ δ τ = Γ − h t h t ( ) ( ) ( ) , and after some derivations (see Appendix D in the supplementary material) we can obtain the standard master equation
0 Magnetic noise. Firstly we consider the magnetic noise due to its ubiquity around the world. The magnetic noise Hamiltonian can be expressed as
being the fluctuating field, where B′ (t) describes the strength of the fluctuating field and ϑ and ϕ are its direction angles. We also set ϕ = 0 due to the axial symmetry of the hyperfine interaction tensor. In this case the magnetic noise Hamiltonian can be expressed as
The form of M(ϑ) is given in Eq. (4), and the only difference is replacing θ by ϑ. Here we consider a Gaussian white noise, i.e., γ ′ = B t ( ) 0 and γ γ τ
. If the magnetic noise is vertical to the geomagnetic field, i.e.,
. So a part of dark state population will decay with the decaying matrix elements in the basises ϑ B ( ) 1 and ϑ B ( ) 2 . As a result although the RP exists (the RP lifetime is 1/k) there is no or no enough dark state population to create the singlet yield. So the vertical magnetic noise should be weak enough (for example Γ = . k 0 01 B ) in this way there is enough dark state population to induce the singlet yield. From Fig. 2(b) , we can see that the magnetic sensitivity is more robust to the parallel magnetic noise than to the vertical magnetic noise. Only the parallel noise is approximately equal to or larger than 10 k (which is much larger than 0.1 k for which the vertical magnetic noise destroys the magnetic sensitivity significantly), can the singlet yield flattens out for large angles. Interestingly, the magnetic sensitivity can be enhanced by the parallel magnetic noise (for example Γ = k 1 B
). This can be understood as follows: When ϑ = θ, the eigenvectors of M(ϑ) is the same as those of H B (see Eq. (5)), and interestingly the dark states of H B expand a subspace which is immune to the parallel magnetic noise. Thus the dark state population is more robust to the parallel magnetic noise. However, due to the hyperfine interaction the dark states can be transferred into the bright states (specifically the dark state θ D ( ) i is transferred into the bright state θ B ( ) i , i = 1, 2) which will be decayed by the parallel magnetic noise. So if the parallel magnetic noise is too strong the dark state population will be decreased and then the magnetic sensitivity will be disrupted.
Hyperfine coupling noise. It is well known that the hyperfine interaction is essential to the RP compass, and is related to the electron envelope function. The electron can be influenced by the inevitable environment, thus the hyperfine coupling strength is not a constant but can fluctuate. We define the hyperfine coupling noise as
1
Here, we only consider the single-nucleus RP model and the fluctuations for different directions being the same, i.e.,
. In this case the hyperfine coupling noise Hamiltonian can be expressed as ′ = ′ ⋅Ĥ t A t I S ( ) ( ) 1 . Here we also consider the Gaussian white noise, i.e.,
. According to Eq. (29) we can obtain the master equation:
Considering B 0 = 46 μT, A z = 5Λ and A x = A y = 3Λ , we calculate the singlet yields for different strengths of the hyperfine coupling noise, and plot Fig. 3 to show the results. From Fig. 3 we can see that the hyperfine coupling noise for Γ = k 1 H almost does not influence the singlet yield, and even for Γ = k 10 H the magnetic sensitivity is still very robust. The RP compass is more robust to the hyperfine coupling noise compared with the magnetic noise. So we can conclude that although the electron can be influenced by the inevitable environment and then the hyperfine interaction is influenced, the RP compass can still orient. This can be understand from the point view of the dark state population, i.e., the dark state population is very robust to the hyperfine noise, so that the orientation is very robust to the hyperfine noise.
Discussions and Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated who among quantum entanglement, coherence or someone else, determines the singlet yield. We have found that the dark states of TEZE play a very important role in the singlet yield. In this dark state basis, we have proved that the dynamical process is an incoherent and local operation that can not produce any dark state coherence as well as any entanglement. Then we have calculated the singlet yields for two initial states: the coherent state (in the dark state basis) and the same state just removing the dark state coherence where the dark state population is preserved. For the later there are neither dark state coherence nor entanglement in the whole dynamical process. Surprisingly we have found that in both cases the singlet yields are the same, and based on these results, it can be concluded that the dark state population determines the singlet yield completely, and the dark state coherence and entanglement have little contribution to the singlet yield. The dark state coherence and entanglement have little contribution to the singlet yield can be understood as follows: In the present RP magnetoreception model, the nuclei around the electron limit the time scale of the coherence behavior (or the entanglement) to τ = ∑ A N A 1/ / n (τ ~ 10 −8 s for γ A B 0 ) which is much shorter than the RP lifetime 1/k = 10 −4 s, so that the dark state coherence have no enough time to contribute to the singlet yield. Due to the spin relaxation, some real RPs can not sustain for 10 −4 s but generally for 10 −6 s which is also far greater than τ ~ 10 −8 s. Thus if we set k = 10 6 s −1 , our results above are still valid. Finally, we have investigated the effects of the magnetic field and the hyperfine coupling noises. The vertical magnetic noise decreases the dark state population significantly and then disrupts the singlet yield anisotropy dramatically. However the singlet yield anisotropy is robust to the parallel magnetic noise and can be even enhanced, because the dark states expand a subspace which is immune to the parallel noise. And the magnetic sensitivity is more robust to the hyperfine coupling noise, so that although the electron can be influenced by the inevitable environment and then the hyperfine interaction essential to the magnetic sensitivity is influenced, the RP compass can still orient.
